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ABSTRACT
Rao, Nikhil V. M.S.M.E, Purdue University, December 2013. Analysis of an Actuated
Two Segment Leg Model of Locomotion. Major Professor: Dr. Justin E. Seipel,
School of Mechanical Engineering.
Research studies on dynamic models of legged locomotion have generally focused
on telescoping-type leg models. Such telescoping spring loaded inverted pendulum
(SLIP) models have been able to accurately predict observed center of mass (CoM)
trajectories. There have been comparatively fewer studies on dynamics of locomotion
with segmented legs. Some earlier studies on the dynamics due to leg segmentation
appear straightforward. For example, a simple model with the only joint moment
being due to a passive sprung knee has been shown to behave similarly to a telescoping
spring-mass model. However, in real-life animal locomotion, there are multiple jointmoments acting at the hip, knee and the ankle joints. The joint-moments could act
together to cause the whole body dynamics to diverge from those of the canonical
telescoping spring mass model. The focus of this thesis is to understand the combined
effect when hip and knee moments act together. In particular, this work will analyze
a lumped mass two segment leg model with a hip-torque actuation and a passive
sprung knee. Such mechanisms also represent real life scenarios such as motions of
above knee amputees with a passive knee prosthetic.
A key finding is that the governing equations for the two-segment (knee) version
have a distinct structure when compared to the telescoping version of SLIP. The
two-segment model with a hip-moment and a knee spring influences forces acting
on the mass center in a more complex way and, unlike the telescoping leg, leads
to an active force along the leg. The effect of this active force on the whole body
dynamics can have an overall similar outcome to that of a spring component acting
along the leg, and so is capable of replacing the spring at the knee. This result also

xi
implies that when hip moment and knee moment act together a lower knee moment
or effective knee stiffness may be required compared to what studies containing only
knee moments predict. This has potential application in predicting human knee and
hip moment function, as well as in the design of human joint orthotics and the joints
of prosthetic leg devices, as well as segmented robot legs.
The actuated two segment model is capable of wide variations in behavior depending on the knee spring resting position (knee position for undeformed leg). For small
knee resting angles, it exhibits stability characteristics very similar to the telescoping SLIP, however the system stability gradually reduces as the knee resting angle
is increased. Simulating the dynamics of locomotion when the knee resting angle is
greater than 130◦ introduces new complications such as singularities associated with
complete leg extension, and such behaviors are categorized and defined. Overall, the
model behavior with small knee resting angles offers one explanation for how animals
with multi-segmented legs could generate whole-body locomotion dynamics similar
to those predicted by telescoping hip-actuated SLIP models. However, the effect of
increasing knee angles also suggests that the larger knee angles of humans may result
in reduced inherent stability of locomotion, in addition to additional complicating
factors due to the kinematics of full leg extension and over-extension.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
Early research on legged locomotion has focused on the center of mass (CoM) dynamics. Models, such as the canonical Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP)
model have been shown to predict the (CoM) forces and paths of many animals [1–3].
Despite its simplicity, it predicts human-like ground reaction forces [4]. Such models
have even shown partial self-stable behavior against perturbations [5–7]. SLIP models
with simple control strategies have been able to achieve improved partial asymptotic
stability [8, 9].
Recently, there has been research on non energy-conserving locomotion models
with robust locomotion stability. Recent development of a telescoping leg model
called the hip-actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (hip-actuated SLIP) has
demonstrated that simply forced and damped mechanisms can achieve robustly stable locomotion [10]. In particular, the addition of hip torque and damping to the
otherwise energy-conserving SLIP model [10,11] increases the stability of locomotion.
This work has demonstrated that the addition and removal of energy is basic to the
stability of locomotion.
However, animals have multi-segmented legs rather than the type of telescoping
leg used by the SLIP model. Some recent studies have been conducted to understand
the effects of segmented legs on locomotion. In one study, the control of robots
having segmented legs with multiple joints was approached by imposing SLIP-like
CoM dynamics [12, 13]. Analyses of three-segment leg models with human-like biarticular springs were shown to accurately predict ground reaction forces observed
experimentally [14, 15]. In addition, they achieved better stability, which is a definite
advantage over the telescoping leg. However, in these studies the models have a
high degree of complexity (distributed mass, multiple segments) when compared to

2

Figure 1.1. Segmented leg model of a human leg.

the telescoping SLIP, making it difficult to precisely identify the effect of individual
elements, such as the knee joint.
Some simplified analyses of two segment leg models, refer to Fig. 1.1 have studied
the effect that a single joint-moment at the knee, caused due to a spring, has on the
overall CoM dynamics [14, 16], by comparing it to the energy-conserving telescoping
SLIP model. These models have demonstrated self-stable running in greater regions
of control parameters than the telescoping SLIP, resulting mainly from the non-linear
effect created by the passive knee moment. However, in reality animals have multiple
active and passive moments acting at the limb joints.
With the understanding of the effect of a single joint-moment caused by the knee
spring on whole body dynamics, it is now interesting to understand how the behaviour
of the system will change if multiple joint-moments act together. A simple next step

3
will be to study the effect of moments acting at both the hip and the knee joints, as
the combined effect of the joint moments can lead to significantly different behavior.
The focus of this thesis is to study a lumped mass two segment leg model
with moments acting due to an applied torque at the hip and a sprung knee (see
Chapter 3), to observe how the two moments acting together affect the whole body
locomotion characteristics. This will be a logical next step as it adds just one level of
complexity to the previously studied two segment leg model with only a moment at
the knee due to a spring. Further, considering the effects of both, an active hip torque
and a passive knee spring has a practical relevance; similar two moment systems can
be seen in above knee amputees having a prosthetic knee.
Note that the two segment leg model is essentially a double pendulum during its
swing phase. Although much work has been conducted to analyze the dynamics of
double pendulums [17–19], it is interesting to note that these models do not have
a single lumped mass like the locomotion-inspired model used here. Therefore, as
parallel study with the main focus of the thesis, we will also analyze a multi-body
version of the model with segmental mass considered in both segments, in order to
better understand the implications of point mass assumptions.

4

2. OVERVIEW
The two segment leg model is inherently different from a telescoping spring mass
system in the way in which the two segment geometry affects forces on CoM, and is
capable of a wide variation of behavior. This chapter highlights certain characteristic
behaviors exhibited by this model, which will be discussed in detail later.

2.1

Active Forcing Along the Leg

Figure 2.1. Nature of force on the CoM along the leg, comparing
telescoping and two segment models.

5
Dynamics of lumped mass systems are governed solely by the nature of forces
acting on the CoM [20]. For the two segment leg model, the knee configuration
causes both force components acting on the mass center (along the line from foot to
hip, and perpendicular to it) to be affected by the torque applied at the hip Thip , as
will be shown later in Chapter 3. This is fundamentally different from the model with
a telescoping leg, where the hip torque only affects the force component perpendicular
to the leg length, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. As a result of this active forcing along the
leg we expect the dynamics of this model to diverge from telescoping type models.

2.2

Springless Locomotion

Figure 2.2. Stable hopping motion without a knee spring.

With a two segment leg model, telescoping SLIP-like stable periodic locomotion
is possible without any spring at the knee, refer Fig. 2.2. The active forcing along

6
the leg generated by the knee geometry provides for the lack of a required spring-like
element at the knee. This behavior is strikingly different from previous leg models, in
which a spring element in the leg or actuator that mimics a leg spring is essential to
produce an overall effective leg stiffness property similar to that observed for animals.
The behavior of this new segmented leg model indicates that there are multiple origins of the observed effective spring-like properties of whole leg action during animal
locomotion.

2.3

Telescoping SLIP-like Stability with Segmented Legs
The hip-actuated two segment model is capable of stable locomotion similar to the

telescoping hip-actuated SLIP model for cases with small knee spring resting angles.
This result provides one explanation into how animals with segmented legs could
produce stable locomotion that is similar to the simple telescoping SLIP model.

2.4

Large Knee Resting Angles
As the knee resting angle is increased, the stability of locomotion is found to

decrease. This implies that the large knee resting angles most closely associated with
human locomotion may contribute to some inherent instability of locomotion. This
is an interesting possibility worth further study.
In addition, large resting knee angles result in new kinematic problems not encountered for small knee angles. The two segment model is essentially a two link
chain, having a toggle position when the two segments align. If the leg swings to this
position, as shown in Fig. 2.3, the segmental angular velocities spike, and cannot be
controlled by the applied hip torque. Due to very high segmental velocities, there
is inherent instability if the two segment model reaches its toggle position during
locomotion.

7

Figure 2.3. Nature of force on the CoM along the leg, comparing
telescoping and two segment models.

8

3. ACTUATED TWO SEGMENT MODEL
Figure 3.1 shows the actuated two segment model for locomotion in the sagittal plane.
As in SLIP [1], the entire upper body is considered to be a concentrated point mass
m on top of the upper leg segment. Massless leg segments having equal lengths l0 are
connected by a pin joint acting as the knee. A torsional spring kknee and a damper
cknee at the knee joint represent the passive joint properties. Θ is the angle between
the leg segments measured at the knee. The line from the foot contact to the mass
divides the angle between ground and the lower leg segment into the angles α and ψ.
l is the total leg length from foot contact to CoM, the undeformed leg length lref will
be used as a reference for nondimensionalization.

Figure 3.1. Actuated two segment model with FBDs.

9
This reduced system has two degrees of freedom that describe the motion of the
mass center. As a first choice we will use X and Y co-ordinates of the CoM to describe
the system. A constant torque between the upper body and the leg, at the hip, acts as
the energy input to the system. Although in reality humans apply torque at the hip
which varies through the stance, as seen in Fig. 3.2, we choose to study a system with
a constant hip-torque, which is simpler to control, and thus can be easily implemented
in robots. A constant hip torque during stance is also easier to model and analyze
as it only requires a single parameter to define. This constant torque is switched off
during the flight phase as seen in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.2. Measured torque at the hip for humans. Courtesy: A. Pedotti [21]

Figure 3.3. Clocked hip-torque is active only during the stance phase.
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3.1

Equations of Motion
Using the Newton-Euler approach to derive the equations of motion for the mass

(refer to Fig. 3.1 for Free-Body Diagrams), we arrive at the following equations: For
massless segments AB and BC, the sum of forces and moments acting on each segment
is zero. Therefore, as shown in the FBDs in Fig. 3.1, the reaction forces acting at
the ends of each segment are equal in magnitude. Also, the reaction forces acting on
the center of mass are of the same magnitude. Note that although the hip torque is
exerted by the trunk on the leg, and there is an equal and opposite torque back on
the trunk, we are using a point mass trunk assumption which is constrained not to
rotate. Thus this constraint-enforcing torque balances out the hip-torque and there
is no net torque on the point mass, as seen in the free body diagrams, refer to Fig.
3.1. Hence the hip-torque shows up in the free body diagram of the upper segment
only.
For segment BC, the sum of moments about point B is zero:
Tknee − Fr l0 sin(α) + Ft l0 cos(α) = 0.

(3.1)

For segment AB, similarly the sum of moments about point B is zero:
−Thip − Tknee + Fr l0 sin(α) + Ft l0 cos(α) = 0.

(3.2)

Where, Thip is the applied hip torque and the total moment due to knee stiffness and
damping is:
Tknee = kknee ∆θ + cknee θ̇ .

(3.3)

Where,
∆θ = θref − θ .
Note that θ and θ̇ are functions of x, y, ẋ, ẏ of the center of mass, and the point of
contact xT D . Solving (3.1) and (3.2) gives:
Thip
,
2 l0 cos(α)
Thip + 2 Tknee
=
.
2 l0 sin(α)

Ft =

(3.4)

Fr

(3.5)
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Considering force balance at the mass and resolving Fr and Ft along x and y directions:
Fx = Ft sin(ψ) − Fr cos(ψ),
Fy = Ft cos(ψ) + Fr sin(ψ) − mg.
Thus the two equations of motion are:
mẍ =Fx = Ft sin(ψ) − Fr cos(ψ) ,

(3.6)

mÿ =Fy = Ft cos(ψ) + Fr sin(ψ) − mg .
Summarizing the above equations, the acceleration of the center of mass depends
on the following parameters: Hip torque Thip , damping coefficient at the knee cknee ,
knee stiffness kknee , knee resting position θref and the initial conditions (velocity ~v0 ,
landing angle ψ0 ).

3.2

Non-dimensionalization
Non-dimensionalization is applied to help identify trends which are true across

scales. The scaling parameters chosen are lref to scale length, m for scaling mass and
the ratio lref /v0 for scaling time.
The model parameters after non-dimensionalization can be seen in Table 3.1. Note
that damping and stiffness are torsional quantities.
Also, a relative knee stiffness, which is widely used in biology [22], can be found
by dividing the dimensionless knee stiffness by the dimensionless gravity:

k̃rel,knee =

k̃knee
kknee
=
.
g̃
mglref

After non-dimensionalization, the dynamic behavior of the model now depends
on following parameters: relative torsional stiffness (k̃rel,knee ), Froude number (F r =
1/g̃), landing angle (ψ0 ), hip torque (T̃hip ), damping coefficient (c̃knee ), knee spring
resting angle (θ̃ref ). For the remainder of this document, all the results shown are
with respect to the non-dimensional parameters and equations of motion, and in some
places the tilde notation may have been dropped.
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Table 3.1. Nondimensional model parameters.
Parameter
Gravitational acceleration
Froude number
Relative torsional stiffness
Damping coefficient
Knee resting angle
Hip torque

3.3

Nondimensionalized value
glref
v02
v02
= g̃1
glref

g̃ =
Fr =

k̃knee =
c̃knee =

kknee
mv02

cknee
mv0 lref

θ̃ref = θref
T̃hip =

Thip
mv02

Hybrid Dynamics and Switching Equations

Figure 3.4. Hopping leg switches between stance and flight.

The touchdown and liftoff events of legged locomotion lead to piece-wise continuous or hybrid dynamics [23]. For a single leg SLIP-type model, one stride consists of a
stance and flight phase. During the flight phase the leg is reset to a fixed leg landing
angle ψ0 [24], as seen in Fig. 3.4. The transition between these phases is shown in
Fig. 3.4 as touchdown and lift-off.
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Lift-off definition: Lift-off occurs when the reaction force in the y-direction diminishes to zero:
Fy = Ft cos(ψ) + Fr sin(ψ) = 0 .
Touchdown definition: During flight, the leg is at a fixed orientation. It touches
the ground when the mass reaches a particular height (y = y0 ).
During flight, the only force acting on the mass is gravity in the vertical direction.
The equations of motion for the entire period are then as follows:
Stance:
mẍ =Fx = Ft sin(ψ) − Fr cos(ψ) ,

(3.7)

mÿ =Fy = Ft cos(ψ) + Fr sin(ψ) − mg .
Flight:
ÿ = − g ,
(3.8)
ẍ =0 .
3.4

Simulation Methods
The equations of motion (3.7) and (3.8) derived above are integrated numerically

(using Matlab ODE45) to obtain position and velocity of the center of mass as a
function of time.

3.4.1

System Fixed Points

One topic of interest here is whether the hip-actuated two segment model can
exhibit stable periodic locomotion. By changing the model parameters and the initial
conditions we can affect the motion and dynamics of the center of mass and iteratively
try to achieve periodic motion, then test it for stability with respect to perturbations.
As seen in Fig. 3.5, the following set of non-dimensional parameter values and initial
conditions leads to periodic motion: k̃knee = 1.9, m = 1, F r = 2.057, c̃knee = 0.159,
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Figure 3.5. Periodic motion of CoM.

lref = 1, ψ0 = 60 ◦ , θ̃ref = 90 ◦ , T̃hip = 0.1, v0 = 1, δ = 12.74◦ . Such a set of
parameters is a system fixed point.
For the CoM to have periodic motion, its velocity vector at touchdown has to be
same as the velocity with which it started off in stance phase, and is a characteristic
of that periodic solution. The magnitude and direction of touchdown velocity, viz.
v0 and δ, are functions of the parameter values for a particular periodic locomotion
solution:
v0 = f1 (k̃rel,knee , F r, T̃hip , c̃knee , θ̃ref , ψ0 , v0 , δ) ,

(3.9)

δ = f2 (k̃rel,knee , F r, T̃hip , c̃knee , θ̃ref , ψ0 , v0 , δ) .

(3.10)

Where f1 and f2 represent the non-linear discrete touchdown-to-touchdown mapping
of the model. Using numerical simulation to solve the equations, we iteratively solve
for values of the parameters which lead to a periodic motion or fixed point solution.
Once the fixed points are generated, they can be tested for stability.
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4. INTERACTION OF THE KNEE JOINT WITH THE HIP-TORQUE
Legged dynamics with a knee is fundamentally different from telescoping SLIP models
when there are moments acting at the hip and the knee; the two segment leg geometry
affects forces on the CoM in a more complex way. For a system with the entire mass
concentrated at a point, the leg dynamics are governed by the nature of forces acting
on the CoM alone, refer to [20]. Hence, in this chapter we investigate the qualitative
effect of two joint moments acting together by studying the forces on the CoM.

4.1

Active Force Generated Along the Leg
A key characteristic of the segmented leg model with two joint moments, is the

hip torque contributing to the force along the leg. Reverting back to the free body
diagrams (Fig. 3.1), we can see from equation (3.5), the force acting in the radial
direction (using nondimensional counterparts of all quantities) is given by:

F̃r =

T̃hip
T̃knee
.
+
˜
˜
l0 sin(α)
2 l0 sin(α)

(4.1)

The first term is the contribution of the hip torque, while the second term is the
contribution of the spring and damper to the force acting on the CoM along the line
from the point of contact of the foot to hip. This is in principle different from the
telescoping hip-actuated SLIP, in which the hip-torque does not contribute to force
along the leg, refer to Fig. 2.1.
Having established this basic difference, it is interesting to study the nature of
this force along the leg generated as a result of the kneed geometry interacting with
the hip-torque. For this purpose we will plot the components of the force along the
leg as the leg swings through one stance phase. We know that the component of the
force expressed by the second term in equation (4.1) is the combination of the force

Contribution
from Spring
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Figure 4.1. Force along the leg on CoM, contributions due to spring,
damper and hip-torque.

due to spring and damper. The forces due to spring and damper are proportional to
the knee flexion/extension and speed of knee flexion/extension respectively.
Figure 4.1 shows the components of the force on the CoM along the leg, we observe
that the contribution of the damper changes sign through stance, this behavior is
expected as the knee initially flexes, and then extends through stance. The interesting
graph here is the component of force due to the hip torque which remains positive
through the stance, similar to the force due to the spring. The force created by the
hip torque is maximum when the leg is at its resting position, but decreases as the
knee flexes. We expect this active force along the leg due to hip torque to have an
overall similar effect on the CoM dynamics as a contribution from the knee spring.
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4.2

Periodic Solutions Without a Knee Spring
We test our hypothesis that the effect of the knee, which causes an active forcing

on the CoM along the leg, could be similar to a spring. We expect that for high
enough values of the hip torque, the active force contribution in the radial direction
may be able to substitute for the knee spring. This is the basis for our numerical
study, where we now iteratively find fixed points of the segmented leg version for
increasing values of hip torque, and we expect that the required knee stiffness will
reduce with increasing applied torque.
We know that the dynamic behavior of knee version of hip-actuated leg depends of
following parameters: spring stiffness (k̃rel,knee ), Froude number (F r = 1/g̃), landing
angle (ψ0 ), hip torque (T̃hip ), damping coefficient (c̃knee ), knee spring resting angle
(θ̃ref ). For our study, we fix the parameters Froude number (F r = 2.057) and landing
angle (ψ0 = 60◦ ). Prior studies on telescoping hip-actuated SLIP [10] have shown
that the applied torque and damping levels need to be matched for stable periodic
locomotion. We use this known relationship to set our knee damping co-efficient c̃knee
at each torque level such that it generates the same force along the leg that a linear
damper in a telescoping version would require for periodic motion, at its undeformed
position. We will complete this study for various values of the knee resting angle θ̃ref .
Figure 4.2 shows the knee spring stiffness required at increasing levels of torque, for
various knee angles. Overall the stiffness required for periodic locomotion decreases
with increasing torque. As the knee resting angle is increased, the slope of the curve
gets steeper, indicating greater virtual spring effect generated by the knee.
A peculiar condition occurs for all the branches at a hip torque value near 0.85,
where periodic motion is possible without a spring at the knee. This is very interesting
as the basic conserving telescoping SLIP models are based on just a telescoping spring.
This result is significant from two aspects, firstly, it gives us one explanation of how
animals/humans physically generate the spring-like effect which is the basis of most
locomotion models. Secondly, this provides an alternate method for legged robots
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Figure 4.3. Two segment model without a knee-spring is able to
self-stabilize from perturbation.

to generate telescoping SLIP-like stable locomotion, without any actual springs. To
verify validity of this result we run the simulation at the fixed point where a knee
spring is not required, and perturb the velocity magnitude by 100%, the CoM trajectory is seen in Fig. 4.3. The system returns to its periodic trajectory, within 5 steps,
indicating its stability. We will further explore the stability of the knee model in the
next section.
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4.3

Effect of Hip-torque and Damping on the Stability of Locomotion
Prior studies of simplified two segment energy conserving models [16, 25] have

investigated the effect of the knee by comparing it to the conserving telescoping
SLIP model. These models have demonstrated partially self-stable running in greater
regions of parameter space than the telescoping SLIP, resulting mainly from the nonlinear effect of the knee spring. With this in mind we will now study what effect the
hip actuation and damping has on locomotion stability of the two segment model, to
contrast with the energy conserving case.

4.3.1

Locomotion Stability

One of the important characteristics of any legged model is its ability to resist
perturbations. The energy conserving two segment model [16, 25] has been shown
to have partially self-stable running over a broader range of the control parameters
- angle of attack at touchdown and spring stiffness, as compared to the conserving
telescoping SLIP. In this section, we study the stability characteristics of our hipactuated two segment version of SLIP to contrast with the energy conserving two
segment model.

Basin of Attraction
Firstly we study the basin of attraction of the two segment kneed model for a
knee resting angle of θ̃ref = 90◦ without any actuation and compare how it changes
when small hip-torque and damping are added, refer to Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. The
basins of attraction are plotted by perturbing the CoM velocity at touchdown and
numerically monitoring whether the size of perturbation diminishes or increases. The
shaded region indicates the touchdown velocity perturbations from which the model
can recover to periodic locomotion trajectory.
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Figure 4.4. Stability basin of the energy conserving two segment leg
model (T̃hip = 0).
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Figure 4.5. Stability basin of the hip-actuated two segment leg at a
fixed point corresponding to T̃hip = 0.2.
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As expected for the energy conserving two segment leg, the basin of attraction is
a horizontal line. It cannot recover from perturbations in velocity magnitude as it
does not have an actuation-damping mechanism to recover from increased/decreased
system energy. With addition of a small amount of hip-torque and damping to the system, the basin is a larger two dimensional region and the kneed model with actuationdamping mechanism has considerably greater self-stabilizing characteristics. Figure
4.6, shows that the size of the basin of attraction grows with increasing values of
hip-torque and matched damping. Generally, this indicates that higher torque levels
lead to greater stability with respect to large perturbations to the CoM velocity.
2
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Figure 4.6. Stability basins for the hip-actuated kneed version, for
increasing values of hip-torque. Perturbation velocity direction and
magnitude are along X and Y axes respectively. X range: -30◦ TO
45◦ . Y range: 0 TO 2.5.

Stability Eigenvalues
We need to quantify the stability of periodic motion to make more general claims
about the effect of hip-torque and damping on the kneed model. For this purpose, we
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Figure 4.7. Variation of eigenvalues with increasing hip-torque for
the hip actuated two segment leg, various knee angles.

establish a touchdown to touchdown CoM velocity mapping. The eigenvalues of the
mapping can be calculated to represent the stability of the corresponding periodic
locomotion. First, we numerically approximate the Jacobian matrix of the mapping:

∗
∗
− v0 v∆δ
v∆v
− v0
 ∆v

(4.2)
 δ ∗ − δ0 δ ∗ ∆δ
.
−
δ
0
∆v
∆δ
∆v
∆δ
The model starts off at the known fixed point with a speed of v0 in direction δ.


The speed at touchdown is then perturbed by ∆v, and the new touchdown speed
∗
∗
and direction are recorded as v∆v
and δ∆v
. This procedure is repeated, but now the

perturbation is in the direction of velocity ∆δ, and the new speed and direction are
∗
∗
recorded as v∆δ
and δ∆δ
. The eigenvalues of matrix (4.2) above are then calculated.

If both eigenvalues of a periodic solution have a magnitude less than one, then the
corresponding periodic solution is stable.
We numerically calculate and compare the eigenvalues of the fixed points for the
hip-actuated kneed model. Figure 4.7 shows the trend of eigenvalues for increasing
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levels of hip torque at various knee resting angles. Initially with increasing torque,
the models become unstable. With values of torque increasing further, the models
become stable again, then gain additional stability as the torque continues to increase.
As the knee resting angle is increased to more biological values, the lower eigenvalue
is improved, but the higher eigenvalue becomes more unstable. Also with increasing
knee resting angle, the threshold value of hip torque for stability increases.

Figure 4.8. Variation of maximum eigenvalue of the hip-actuated two
segment model with knee stiffness, knee resting angle θref = 90◦ .

We now study how stability varies with knee stiffness. Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 plot
the maximum eigenvalue trend for increasing knee stiffness. The study is done for
knee resting angles of 90◦ , 110◦ , and 130◦ , at three different actuations levels. The
stability is generally reduced as the knee spring stiffness is increased for all the knee
resting angles tested. However, with increased hip-torque values, a greater portion
of the curve is in the stable region, indicating that the number of stable fixed points
increase with an increasing amount of hip torque.
Overall, the addition of forcing and damping leads to more robust locomotion
stability for the two segment leg model. Also, the local stability eigenvalues improve
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Figure 4.9. Variation of maximum eigenvalue of the hip-actuated two
segment model with knee stiffness, knee resting angle θref = 110◦ .

Figure 4.10. Variation of maximum eigenvalue of the hip-actuated
two segment model with knee stiffness, knee resting angle θref = 130◦ .

as the amount of applied hip torque is increased. With this basic understanding of
the effect of forcing and damping on the two segment model, it is now interesting
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to investigate how the behavior compares with the widely studied telescoping hipactuated telescoping SLIP model. This study is explained in the next chapter.
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5. COMPARING LOCOMOTION WITH A SPRUNG-KNEE TO A
TELESCOPING-SPRING WHEN HIP-TORQUE IS PRESENT
The previous chapter was focused on understanding how joint-moments at the hip
and the knee acting together affect the CoM dynamics in a two segment leg structure,
and demonstrated how it causes an active force along the leg. With this qualitative
understanding of the effect of the of the two segment leg structure in conjunction with
actuation-damping mechanism, we now want to understand how our model compares
with the telescoping hip-actuated SLIP. To narrow down our comparison such that
it highlights the effect of the knee, we make an adjustment to the torsional knee
spring as described below. The work in this chapter is largely based on a conference
paper [26], co-authored with Zhuohua Shen and Dr. Justin Seipel.

5.1

Knee Spring Adjustment
We seek to understand the fundamental effects of the kinematic constraint and

reaction forces of the knee, rather than the effect of particular types of knee spring
functions. For this reason, we choose the knee spring function such that when no
forcing is present in the system, it’s effective stiffness with respect to displacement
along the line from foot to hip, behaves linearly, like the telescoping SLIP model.
According to Eqn. (3.5), and using non-dimensional counterparts of all parameters, the effect of the spring results in a force along the line from foot to hip, given
by:
(F̃spring )knee =

T̃spring
θ̃ref − θ̃knee
= k̃knee
.
˜l0 sin(α)
˜l0 sin(α)

(5.1)

For the conservative SLIP model, the spring causes a force proportional to the leg
deflection as:
(F̃spring )SLIP = k̃SLIP (˜lref − ˜l) .

(5.2)
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For these to be equal, the following must hold:
k̃knee

θ̃ref − θ̃knee
= k̃SLIP (˜lref − ˜l) .
˜l0 sin(α)

(5.3)

Therefore, the new torsional stiffness at the knee is adjusted to be:
(k̃knee )new = k̃SLIP (˜lref − ˜l)

˜l0 sin(α)
.
θ̃ref − θ̃knee

(5.4)
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Figure 5.1. Adjusted knee spring torque-deflection curve.

Figure 5.1 shows the characteristics of the adjusted torsional spring. It is nonlinear in terms of the angle of the knee, but leads to an effective linear stiffness along
the leg for the case when no forcing is present in the system.
Similarly, the torsional damper is also adjusted such that it results in a force proportional to the leg extension (or compression) speed. With these modifications, the
adjusted spring and damping behavior is mathematically identical to the telescoping
SLIP model [10] when no forcing is present in the system.
Now, to further control the comparison, we will study both models with the same
overall geometry of the mass center (refer to Fig. 5.2), relative spring stiffness k̃rel =
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Figure 5.2. Segmented and telescoping SLIP parameter matching.

12.7, Froude number F r = 2.057, and leg landing angle ψ0 = 60◦ . Note that Fig.
5.2 shows equivalence between two segment and telescoping models for the case with
knee resting angle θ̃ref = 90◦ .
Now, if the hip torque and damping are removed from both models, only the
springs and gravity act to generate force on the mass center. Because the effective
stiffness of the two models is now the same, we expect the two models to move
identically for this zero hip torque case. A numerical simulation shows that their
CoM trajectories indeed match (Fig. 5.3), and this verifies the accuracy of the adjusted
stiffness coefficient calculated above.
We will start with the special case of the knee version, with the knee resting angle
fixed at θ̃ref = 90◦ , and then observe the effect of changing the knee resting angle.
With all above parameters for both models fixed, we now find damping levels required
for periodic solutions with increasing levels of hip torque. Once the fixed points are
generated we will test the locomotion performance.
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Figure 5.3. No torque behavior of segmented leg is identical to SLIP;
trajectories diverge with addition of torque.

5.2

Performance Comparison
With no torque applied and when implementing the modified knee spring and

damper explained above, the CoM trajectory for the knee version is identical to the
telescoping SLIP model. However, as hip torque increases from zero, these two models
diverge. The difference in performance will highlight the effect of the segmented
construction of the leg which, as we have seen, causes forces to act, both radially
outward along the line from the foot to the hip, and normal to this direction. This
effect is unlike the telescoping version of SLIP, where the torque at the hip results in
only a force normal to the leg.
A first comparison, seen in Fig. 5.4, shows the damping co-efficient for at fixed
points for the two models. The kneed version requires lower damping than the telescoping SLIP at the same torque levels, and is one outcome of the complex active
forcing.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of damping co-efficient required for periodic motion.

Below, we see how this difference affects the locomotion dynamics by comparing
the local stability, global stability, and energetic cost of these two models. We also
discuss the nonlinear characteristics of the modified knee spring.

5.2.1

Modified Spring Characteristics

Figure 5.1 shows that the torque-deflection curve for the adjusted knee spring is
only mildly non-linear (plotted as a solid line), and could be approximated as a linear
function. This result agrees with experimental data on human locomotion, as seen
in [21], which also shows that the measured torque at the knee could be approximated
as a linear function of the knee deflection. Furthermore, the range of knee motion
during stance for our model is around 20◦ , which also agrees with experimental data
in [21]. The nearly linear behavior of the modified knee spring indicates that a linear
torsion spring at the knee would generate dynamics similar to a telescoping SLIP for
the special case of the resting knee angle tested, though this may not be the case for
other values of the resting knee angle.
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5.2.2

Locomotion Stability

The basins of attraction for corresponding periodic solutions of each model are
plotted in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Both models have a similarly sized basin of attraction.
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Figure 5.5. Stability basin of the kneed version at a fixed point
corresponding to T̃hip = 0.33.

The basin of attraction of the kneed version is generally slightly larger than that
of the telescoping version. However, the periodic solution is better centered within
the basin of attraction of the telescoping Hip-actuated SLIP model.
The stability can also be studied through its eigenvalues for a range of fixed points
with increasing torque. We numerically calculate and compare the eigenvalues of the
fixed points for both models. Figure 5.7 shows the trend of eigenvalues for increasing
levels of hip torque, for both models. Initially with increasing torque, the models
become unstable, as torque is further increased, the models gain additional stability.
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Figure 5.6. Stability basin of the hip-actuated SLIP version at a fixed
point corresponding to T̃hip = 0.33.

As observed for the telescoping Hip-actuated SLIP model [10] there is a threshold
value of hip torque needed for the knee version also (required to have both eigenvalues
less than one). For identical parameter values, other than damping, this threshold
torque is greater for the kneed model.
Further, the lower eigenvalue is improved in the case of the kneed version, but the
larger eigenvalue is less stable than that for the telescoping SLIP. With increasing
torque levels, however, the eigenvalues converge towards each other. Overall, the
actuated knee version has stability characteristics very similar to the telescoping hipactuated SLIP, for the particular case with knee resting angle fixed at θ̃ref = 90◦ .
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of eigenvalues of kneed and telescoping SLIP
versions with increasing hip torque.
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Figure 5.8. Instantaneous power input comparison for 3 steps. Nondimensionalized parameters common to both models: k̃rel = 12.7004,
F r = 2.057, ψ0 = 60, T̃hip = 0.21. Damping co-efficient, c̃SLIP = 1.78
for the telescoping version, c̃knee = 1.24 for the kneed version.

5.2.3

Energetic Cost

We are also interested in comparing the energetic cost of the two models. Figure 5.8 shows a direct comparison of the instantaneous power requirement as a func-
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tion of time for the two models for three steps. The hip torque is active only in the
stance phase, thus the graph shows zero power input during the flight phase.
Although the torque input is the same, the stance time, distance covered, and
average angular leg velocity for these models is different, and hence a comparison is
not easily made.
One significant result, however, is that the peak power required for the knee
version is much higher (about twice), than that of the telescoping Hip-actuated SLIP
model.
To make a fair comparison, we use the nondimensional cost of transport, which is
calculated as:

Non dimensional cost of transport

N ondimensional Cost of T ransport =

Average P ower
.
Average F orward Speed

(5.5)
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Figure 5.9. Nondimensional cost of transport comparison.

The nondimensional cost of transport as defined in Equation (5.5) is an indicator
of locomotion energy efficiency. As shown in Fig. 5.9, these two models have almost
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the same energetic cost. This result was partly expected, because our study was
controlled to have the same actuation levels for both models.
For the special case with knee resting angle of 90◦ , the basin of attraction of
the kneed version is marginally larger than that of the telescoping SLIP. Further,
the trend of eigenvalue plots for increasing hip torque is very similar. These results
as a whole, emphasize the qualitative similarities of the two models for the chosen
resting knee angle, and provide a possible explanation for how animals and robots
with segmented legs might achieve overall dynamics similar to a telescoping SLIPlike system. This result is also relevant to segmented leg robots which aim to achieve
telescoping SLIP-like stable motion with a minimal amount of control.

5.3

Effect of the Knee Resting Angle θ̃ref
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Figure 5.10. Adjusted knee spring characteristics for various knee angles.

We now gradually increase the knee resting angle and study its effect on the motion
stability characteristics. Firstly we plot the adjusted knee spring characteristics for
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different knee resting orientations, refer to Fig. 5.10. The knee spring becomes
increasingly non-linear as the knee resting angle is increased.
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of eigenvalues of kneed and telescoping
SLIP versions with increasing hip torque.

Figure 5.11 shows the trend of stability eigenvalues for increasing knee resting angle. As the knee resting angle is increased to more biological values, the lower eigenvalue is improved, but the higher eigenvalue becomes increasingly unstable. Overall
we can conclude that the system stability reduces with increasing knee resting angle. We also observe, that as the knee resting angle increases, the threshold value of
hip torque required for stable locomotion also increases, indicating that more energy
exchange is needed to achieve stable motion at larger knee resting angles. Unlike
the fixed stiffness torsional knee spring model studied in Chapter 4, refer 4.7, the
sensitivity of the eigenvalues to knee resting angle is less in the adjusted knee case,
refer to Fig. 5.11, the graphs are more close together.
Note that Fig. 5.11 plots eigenvalues only upto a knee resting angle of 130◦ .
This is because beyond θ̃ref = 130◦ there are no periodic solutions observed with the
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current system of equations. The primary reason for this may be that for larger knee
resting angles, the leg reaches its toggle position which leads to very large CoM forces
leading to failure of the knee pin constraints. The large CoM forces are caused, in
part, because we neglect the segmental mass and inertia, we will discuss the effect
of inertial leg segments in the next chapter. For a more detailed analysis of the leg
toggle position singularity, its causes and remedies, please refer to Chapter 7.
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6. TWO SEGMENT MODEL WITH SEGMENTS HAVING MASS
All of our previous analysis was based on a lumped mass body assumption, which
led to relatively simple equations of motion. An advantage of a lumped mass dynamic system is that the forces on the CoM alone govern the system dynamics [20],
and we can obtain an analytical intuition about the behavior just by studying the
CoM forces. Also, previous studies on animal locomotion have shown that changes
in internal kinetic energy are relatively unimportant with regards to overall CoM
dynamics [27]. The point mass assumption also made it possible to compare and
contrast the behavior of the two segment model with established lumped mass leg
models.
However, if the two segment model with a lumped mass reaches the toggle position,
the CoM forces blow up causing a simulation failure. And, unlike our model, animals
and robots have legs with distributed mass, which makes it important to confirm the
validity of the lumped mass assumption, especially for the segmented leg. Hence,
this chapter analyzes the two segment leg model with segmental mass included to
study effects of increasing leg mass and inertia. Figure 6.1 shows the leg model with
segmental mass and resulting inertia included. The geometry and nomenclature of
this model is the same as the lumped mass model described in Chapter 3. In addition,
m1 , m2 and I1 , I2 are segmental masses and inertias respectively. Θ1 and θ2 are the
angular orientations of the two segments measured from the positive X axis.

6.1

Equations of Motion: Lagrange’s Approach
For a complex multi-body dynamical system it is better suited to derive the gov-

erning equations using the Lagrangian approach. For convenience we derive equations
in terms of segmental angular orientations, i.e. θ1 and θ2 .
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Figure 6.1. Two segment knee model with inertial leg segments.

From geometry (refer to Fig. 6.1) we have:

x = l0 cos(θ1 ) + l0 cos(θ2 ) + xT D ,
y = l0 sin(θ1 ) + l0 sin(θ2 ).

x1 =

l0
2

cos(θ1 ) + xT D ,

y1 =

l0
2

sin(θ1 ).

x2 = l0 cos(θ1 ) +

l0
2

cos(θ2 ) + xT D ,

y2 = l0 sin(θ1 ) +

l0
2

sin(θ2 ),

θknee = π − (θ2 − θ1 ).

Differentiating:
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ẋ = −l0 sin(θ1 ) θ˙1 − l0 sin(θ2 ) θ˙2 ,
ẏ = l0 cos(θ1 ) θ˙1 + l0 cos(θ2 ) θ˙2 ,
ẋ1 = − l20 sin(θ1 ) θ˙1 ,
ẏ1 =

l0
2

cos(θ1 ) θ˙1 ,

ẋ2 = −l0 sin(θ1 ) θ˙1 −

l0
2

ẏ2 = l0 cos(θ1 ) θ˙1 +

cos(θ2 ) θ˙2 .

l0
2

sin(θ2 ) θ˙2 ,

Total kinetic energy:
T =

1
1
1
m (ẋ2 + ẏ 2 ) + m1 (ẋ21 + ẏ12 ) + m2 (ẋ22 + ẏ22 )
2
2
2
1
1
+ I1 θ̇12 + I2 θ̇22 .
2
2

Substituting expressions for ẋ, ẋ1 , ẋ2 , ẏ, ẏ1 , ẏ2
T =

1
2
2
m l02 [θ˙1 + θ˙2 + 2θ˙1 θ˙2 cos(θ1 − θ2 )]
2
1
1 2
2
+ m2 l02 [θ˙1 + θ˙2 + θ˙1 θ˙2 cos(θ1 − θ2 )]
2
4
1
1
1
+ m1 l02 θ̇12 + I1 θ̇12 + I2 θ̇22 .
8
2
2

Potential Energy:
1
U = k[π − (θ2 − θ1 ) − θref ]2 + mg[l0 sin(θ1 ) + l0 sin(θ2 )]
2
1
1
+ m2 g[l0 sin(θ1 ) + l0 sin(θ2 )] + m1 gl0 sin(θ1 ).
2
2
Rearranging the terms, the Lagrangian is expressed as:
L =T −U
1
m1
1
m2
= θ̇12 [l02 (m + m2 +
) + I1 ] + θ̇22 [l02 (m +
) + I2 ]
2
4
2
4
m2
1
+ l02 θ̇1 θ̇2 cos(θ1 − θ2 )[m +
] − k[π − (θ2 − θ2 ) − θref ]2
2
2
m1
− gl0 sin(θ1 )[m + m2 +
] − gl0 sin(θ2 )[m + m2 ].
2
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Rayleigh’s dissipation function:
R=

1
c [θ˙2 − θ˙1 ]2 .
2

The only forcing on this leg is the hip-torque which acts on segment 2, the generalized
forces are:
Q1 = 0 ,
Q2 = −Thip .
Using Lagrange’s approach we obtain the following equations of motion:
m1
m2
) + I1 ] + θ̈2 l02 cos(θ1 − θ2 )[m +
]
4
2
m2
+ θ̇22 l02 sin(θ1 − θ2 )[m +
] + k[π − (θ2 − θ1 ) − θref ]
2
m1
+ gl0 cos(θ1 )[m + m2 +
] + c(θ˙2 − θ˙1 ) = 0,
2

(6.1)

m2
m2
) + I2 ] + θ̈1 l02 cos(θ1 − θ2 )[m +
]
4
2
m2
− θ̇12 l02 sin(θ1 − θ2 )[m +
] − k[π − (θ2 − θ1 ) − θref ]
2
+ gl0 cos(θ2 )[m + m2 ] − c(θ˙2 − θ˙1 ) = −Thip .

(6.2)

θ̈1 [l02 (m + m2 +

θ̈2 [l02 (m +

6.1.1

Touchdown and Liftoff Definitions

Lift-off Definition: The leg will lift-off when the vertical ground reaction force
reduces to zero.
Note that with Lagrange’s approach and equations in terms of the segmental angular orientations, the reaction forces were not computed when the equations of motion
were derived. Vertical ground reaction for this model is thus found by completing a
force balance, the free body diagrams are shown in Fig. 6.2. Also, as explained in
Chapter 2, we have assumed a point mass trunk which is constrained not to rotate.
So there is no net torque on the point mass free body diagram, as seen in Fig. 6.2,
because the constraint enforcing torque balances the hip-torque.
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Figure 6.2. Free body diagrams of the inertial leg two segment model.

Force balance in the Y direction for the point mass, and the two segments gives:
Fy2 − mg = mÿ ,

(6.3)

Fy1 − Fy2 − m2 g = m2 ÿ2 ,

(6.4)

Fy − Fy1 − m1 g = m1 ÿ1 .

(6.5)

Adding equations (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) we get the liftoff condition for the inertial
model as:
Fy = (m + m1 + m2 )g + mÿ + m1 ÿ1 + m2 ÿ2 = 0.
Note that ÿ, ÿ1 and ÿ2 are functions of θ̈1 and θ̈2 .

(6.6)
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Touchdown definition: During flight, the leg is at a fixed orientation. It touches
the ground when the mass reaches a particular height (y = y0 ).
During flight, the orientation of the leg segments is assumed to be fixed, and the
entire leg is treated as a point mass projectile. The only force acting on the mass
is gravity in the vertical direction. The equations of motion for the flight phase are
then same as that for the massless leg given by:

Flight:
ÿ = −g ,
ẍ = 0 .
The system can be studied by integrating these equations as described in Chapter
3, and analyzing for stability.

6.2

Effect of Segmental Mass
The additional parameters for the inertial leg are segmental mass and inertia m1 ,

m2 , I1 , I2 . For our study, we consider segments having equal masses, and same
geometry resulting in equal inertias. Further we control the inertia to be numerically
half of the segmental mass value. Now as described in Chapter 3, we find fixed points
of the system for increasing values of segmental mass. This is done at two discrete
hip-torque levels T̃hip = 0.3 and T̃hip = 0.7. Once the fixed points are generated,
we can test the stability of the system with respect to perturbations, as described in
Chapter 4.
Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 show the effect of increasing the segmental mass on system
stability for knee resting angles of 90◦ , 110◦ and 130◦ respectively. Although there is no
single clear trend here there are various significant findings. For the higher hip-torque
value T̃hip = 0.7, there is minimal change in eigenvalue as the leg mass increases. In
this case the stabilizing effect of the forcing-damping mechanism dominates the effect
of adding leg mass.
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Figure 6.3. Eigenvalue trend with increasing segmental mass for knee
rest angle of θ̃ref = 90◦ .
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Figure 6.4. Eigenvalue trend with increasing segmental mass for knee
rest angle of θ̃ref = 110◦ .
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Figure 6.5. Eigenvalue trend with increasing segmental mass for knee
rest angle of θ̃ref = 130◦ .

The interesting case is that of the lower actuation level T̃hip = 0.3, where, for
the knee angles of 110◦ and 130◦ small amount of leg mass initially destabilizes the
leg; however, it gains stability as more segmental mass is added. This behavior is
qualitatively similar to that of adding hip-torque and damping [10], also seen in Fig.
5.11. It is important to note that at T̃hip = 0.3, the lumped mass two segment models
are unstable (refer to Fig. 5.11). For the knee angle of 90◦ , however, the lumped
mass model is stable at T̃hip = 0.3. Increasing segmental mass reduces the system
stability for this knee angle. The change in eigenvalue is very small though.
As we approach more biologically and physically realistic leg mass the stability
eigenvalues approach values which are close to their lumped mass counterparts, which
provides one justification for the lumped mass assumption for the two segment model
as applicable to real systems. Another important conclusion from this study is that
for moderate to high levels of forcing, the effect of segmental mass on leg stability
is overshadowed by the actuation-damping stabilizing effect, further validating our
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assumption for actuated systems. Overall, we can conclude that the results obtained
with a lumped mass assumption for our locomotion model indeed reflects the behavior
of a realistic multi-body actuated legged system.
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7. ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF THE TWO SEGMENT MODEL
7.1

Toggle Position, Force Singularity
In the previous chapters we observed that the hip-actuated two segment model

had no periodic solutions for knee resting angles beyond 130◦ . This happens because
for large knee resting angles, the hip actuated two segment model reaches its toggle
position during the stance phase, causing the forces on the CoM to blow up. Figure
7.1 shows a plot of the vertical force on CoM “blowing up” at the toggle position

Knee ange (degree)

CoM vertical force

(when the knee is fully extended).
6
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Figure 7.1. Vertical force on the CoM blows up as knee angle θ
approaches maximum during stance. Parameter values: k̃rel = 12.7,
F r = 2.057, ψ0 = 60◦ , θ̃ref = 170◦ , T̃hip = 0.8.

As the legged locomotion models are assumed to be pinned to the ground in stance
phase, the stance dynamics of these models is analogous to those of a pendulum. A
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two segment leg model is thus similar to a double pendulum, where we can expect
to find similar toggle position behavior. Though much research has focused on the
chaotic dynamics of the double pendulum [17, 18], and also on addressing the problem of controlling the double pendulum through joint torque [19]; previous double
pendulum models do not have a single concentrated point mass at the top, and so
have not uncovered the same force singularity observed here.
When the two segment model reaches the toggle position, infinite forces act on
the CoM. With infinite forces acting on the CoM the simulation predicts large jumps
in CoM velocity and position causing the knee pin constraint to be violated. In
this chapter we investigate the causes of this force singularity, by studying the leg
dynamics at the toggle position. We also discuss alternate approaches and remedies
to avoid this singularity, and study their effects on locomotion.

7.1.1

Causes of Force Singularity

The lumped mass two segment model can be thought of as an open kinematic
chain having two links joined with a pin. This mechanism has a toggle position (refer
to Fig. 2.3) when the two segments line up, or in other words when the knee is fully
extended. Note that at this toggle position, the angle α (refer to Fig. 3.1) will be
0◦ . We observe from equation (3.6) that the force in the radial direction is inversely
proportional to the sine of the angle α, and will blow up if the angle α reaches 0◦ , at
the toggle position. This is a mathematical singularity that arises as a result of the
applied hip-torque, partly because we neglect the mass of the two segments.
Note that we used the Newton-Euler method for generating equations of motion
in Chapter 3 because it clearly shows forces acting on various elements. If the leg
reaches the toggle position during its motion, the CoM acceleration predicted by this
method reaches infinity. In such a case, the numerical integration predicts infinite
instantaneous velocity of the center of mass. Under these circumstances, the kinematic constraint of the pin joint could be violated, because the numerical simulation
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predicts that the CoM would fly off. This however is not physically plausible, and
the forces on the CoM cannot be infinite. To further investigate this case, we look at
the free-body diagrams of the leg segments at the toggle position, refer to Fig. 7.2.

Figure 7.2. Free body diagrams of the actuated two segment model
at the toggle position.

Segments AB and BC are massless, and hence summed forces and total moments
about any point is zero. Summing moments about point B and C results in following
equations:

Rearranging:

Tknee + Ft l0

= 0,

−Thip − Tknee + Ft l0

= 0.
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Ft
Ft

−Tknee
,
l0
Thip + Tknee
=
.
l0
=

(7.1)
(7.2)

Equations (7.1) and (7.2) show that at the toggle position, the Newton-Euler
approach leads to two different results for Ft . Also, the force Fr does not contribute
to moments, as it acts along the length of the segments. We thus conclude that at
the toggle position, the forces Fr and Ft cannot be found. Thus the result (3.6) is
invalid at this special position. Overall, we can conclude from the free-body diagrams
that the system of forces cannot balance out the external torque, partly because the
segmental mass is neglected.
One potential remedy is to try a kneed leg system with segmental mass included.
With segmental mass considered it is easier to represent the system in terms of the
angular orientations of the two leg segments. These equations will also serve a dual
purpose of checking the occurrence of a singularity.

7.1.2

Confirming the Occurrence of a Singularity

We now check the occurrence of a singularity with the equations for the two
segment model with segmental mass considered. The equations of motion for this
case have been already derived in Chapter 6, and we will check the singularity, by
running the simulation with mass and inertia of segments numerically set to zero.
Figure 7.3 confirms that the forces on the CoM blow up with the alternate equations
as well. An interesting phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 7.3 where the vertical force
on CoM is positive and negative infinity at the same time. This can be traced back to
the definition of vertical force on the CoM seen in equation (6.3), which indicates that
this force depends on the vertical acceleration of the CoM, which in turn depends on
the segmental angular accelerations. We can observe from equations (6.1) and (6.2)
that for no segmental mass and inertia the angular accelerations of the upper and

Knee angle (degree)

CoM vertical force
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Figure 7.3. Vertical force on the CoM and knee angle θ variation
through stance, equations in terms of segmental angles. Parameter
values: k̃rel = 12.7, F r = 2.057, ψ0 = 60◦ , θ̃ref = 170◦ , T̃hip = 0.8,
segmental mass and inertia set to zero.

lower segments go to negative and positive infinity respectively, causing the peculiar
graph seen in Fig. 7.3.

7.2

Adding Segmental Mass
We started out with the hypothesis that segmental mass should solve the force

singularity, with the EoMs for this case derived in Chapter 6, refer to equations
(6.1) and (6.2), we can test our hypothesis. We start with addition of a very small
segmental mass set at 2% of the total mass, and monitor the vertical force on the
CoM as the leg approaches the toggle position.
Figure 7.4, shows that the singularity disappears when segmental mass and inertia
are considered, and vertical force on CoM no longer blows up. Note, that while
plotting the force above, the lift-off condition was relaxed in the simulation, because

Knee angle (degree)

CoM vertical force
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Figure 7.4. Vertical force on the CoM and knee angle θ variation
through stance, equations in terms of segmental angles. Parameter
values: k̃rel = 12.7, F r = 2.057, ψ0 = 60◦ , θ̃ref = 170◦ , T̃hip = 0.8,
segmental mass and inertia: m1 = 0.02, m2 = 0.02, I1 = 0.005,
I2 = 0.005.

the vertical force on the CoM has a negative spike near the toggle position, which
will always lead to the leg lifting off before the toggle position is reached.

7.3

Two Segment Model Behavior at Large Knee Angles θ̃ref > 130◦
We know from the previous section that the problem of toggle position singularity

can be solved by considering segmental mass, in this section we discuss the locomotion
characteristics for the large knee resting angle positions (beyond 130◦ ). Unlike the
lumped mass case, we find that indeed it is possible to obtain periodic locomotion
solutions for large knee angles by considering 2% segmental mass. We further test
them for stability by calculating the perturbation eigenvalues as discussed in Chapter
4.
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Figure 7.5. Eigenvalue trend with increasing hip-torque for the two
segment model with 2% segmental mass at large knee resting orientations.

Fig. 7.5 shows the eigenvalue trend for increasing hip-torque, for various knee
angles. For all the tested knee resting positions, the maximum eigenvalue has a
magnitude greater than one, throughout the range of hip torque tested. Hence all of
these knee orientations are unstable for all the torque levels tested. However, we can
observe that the nature of all the graphs are similar. These plots are qualitatively
unlike the small knee resting angle (θ̃ref < 130) stability plots (refer to Fig. 5.11),
where there is steady improvement in eigenvalues with added hip-torque, and hence
we can attribute the large knee angle instability to the toggle position. To put this
result in perspective, the toggle position creates this instability, specifically for our two
segment model with moments acting at two joints. However, the human morphology
is very different from this reduced model, and further research is needed to understand
how humans achieve stability of locomotion.
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8. SUMMARY
The objective of this study was to investigate principles of locomotion with segmented
legs, particularly understanding the effect of two joint-moments at the hip and the
knee acting simultaneously on a two segment leg. For this purpose, a two segment
leg model with hip torque actuation and knee spring and damping was studied, as
it adds just one level of complexity to the previously studied energy conserving two
segment model [16]; also such hip-actuated sprung-knee mechanisms are relevant from
the point of view of above knee amputees.
The governing equations point out that the knee configuration causes both of the
force components acting on the CoM (along the line from foot to hip, and perpendicular to it), to be affected by the applied hip-torque. This is very different from a
telescoping leg, where the hip-torque only affects the force component normal to the
line from foot to hip. Studying the nature of this active force, we hypothesize that
the effect of this force on CoM dynamics could be similar to that of a spring. To validate this hypothesis, we generate periodic solution parameters for various values of
hip-torque, and indeed find that the knee spring can be entirely replaced by applying
high enough hip-torque to the kneed model.
This result is very interesting, especially due to following implications. First,
it gives us one explanation of how animals/humans physically generate the springlike effect in the leg, which is the basis of most locomotion models. Second, this
provides an alternate method for developing legged robots to generate telescoping
SLIP-like stable locomotion, without any actual springs. Third, it gives us a better
understanding for developing prostheses for above knee amputees.
Comparing the actuated two segment model to the hip-actuated SLIP, we found
that for small knee resting angles, the two models have qualitatively similar stability
characteristics. The trends of the eigenvalue plots are similar, indicating greater
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stability with increasing torque and damping. We observed that, as in telescoping
version of hip-actuated SLIP, there is a hip torque threshold for stability for the kneed
version as well, and this threshold is slightly greater than the telescoping version.
These results as a whole, provide a possible explanation for how animals and robots
with segmented legs might achieve overall dynamics similar to telescoping SLIP-like
system.
However, the system stability deteriorates as the knee resting angle is increased
and there are no periodic solutions available for knee angles beyond 130◦ . Investigating the large knee resting angle case, we find that the two segment model reaches its
toggle position for these cases. At this toggle position the forces acting on the CoM
blow up causing the simulation to fail, in part because we neglect the segmental mass
and inertia.
With this understanding it becomes increasingly important to test our lumped
mass system assumption, especially for the two segment model. For this purpose
we study the two segment leg model with segmental mass and inertia included, and
test the system stability. We find that a small amount of segmental mass initially
destabilizes the leg; however, the system gradually gains stability as the segmental
mass is increased further. For realistic leg mass, the stability eigenvalues approach
that of the lumped mass case. Further, the effect of segmental mass on stability
is negligible at moderate to high hip-torque values, which validates our assumption
especially for the actuated two segment case.
We find that considering segmental mass is one remedy for the toggle position force
singularity, and we can indeed get periodic locomotion solutions for large knee resting
angles, even with small segmental mass. However, all the solutions are still very
sensitive to perturbations, and this instability is associated with the toggle position.
These results beckon further research for the toggle case.
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